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Flying Colors II Fabrics from the Flying Colors II collection by Laurel Burch for Clothworks     Not For Resale                                 

Materials
Yardages based on 42" wide fabric

Cut the Fabrics
WOF = Width of Fabric
LOF = Length of Fabric

Directions
Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any updates: www.clothworkstextiles.com.

Butterfly Block - Finished Size: 8" x 8"
1. Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of a 3½" White Organic square. Place this square 

on the right top corner of a 4½" x 3½" Multi Color Bird rectangle and sew on the drawn 
line. Trim the seam allowance to within ¼" of the seam, press. Repeat this time putting the 
3½" White Organic square on the top left corner of the rectangle. Then sew the two units 
together to create the top. Repeat this step to make a total of eighteen (three of each color 
combination) using the 3½" White Organic squares and the 4½" x 3½" rectangles of Multi 
Color Bird, Cream, Black, Aqua, Green and Pink Butterfly Toss.

2. Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of a 2" White Organic square. Place this square on 
top of a 2" Green Triangles square and sew on the drawn line. Trim the seam allowance and 
press. Repeat to make thirty-six (six of each color combination) using the remaining 2" White 
Organic squares and the 2" Purple Glitter, Green Triangles, Orange Glitter, Blue Triangles, 
Purple/Blue Dot and Pink Dot.

3. Place the Green Triangle/White Organic unit you completed in step 2 on the bottom left 
corner of a 4" x 3½" Multi Color Bird rectangle, sew across it diagonally (draw a line on 
the wrong side if that will help you), trim and press. Draw a diagional line on a 1½" Green 
Triangle square and place it on the bottom right corner and sew on the line, trim and press. 
Repeat this step reversing the placement 
of the unit from step 2 and the 1½" Green 
Triangle square. Then sew the two units 
you just completed on the right and left 
side of a 1½" x 3½" Black Dot rectangle. 
Repeat to make eighteen (three of each color 
combination) using the 4" x 3½" Multi Color 
Bird, Cream, Black, Aqua, Green and Pink 
Butterfly Toss.

4. Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of 
a 2½" White Organic square and place it 
on the right corner of a 4½" x 2½" Purple/
Blue Dot rectangle and sew across it on the 
drawn line, trim and press. Repeat this time 
putting the 2½" White Organic square on 
the left side of a 4½" x 2½" Purple/Blue Dot 
rectangle. Then sew the two units together to 
create the bottom section. Repeat to make 
eighteen (three of each color combination) 
using the remaining 2½" White Organic 
squares and the 4½" x 2½" Purple Glitter, 
Purple/Blue Dot, Orange Glitter, Green 
Triangles, Blue Triangles and Pink Dot.

5. Layout the top, middle and bottom of the butterflies, referring to the color photo. Sew 
the sections together, press. Using black embroidery floss, embroider antennas onto each 
butterfly using a stem stitch or another stitch of your choice.

Putting It Together
1. Referring to the color photo, layout the butterfly blocks and 8½" square Multi Bird/Floral 

squares as shown. Sew the units into rows, pressing each row in the opposite direction then 
sew the rows together.

2. Sew the  1½" x WOF Multi Bird/Floral strips end to end to make one long strip. Sew this strip 
to the right side of the quilt top, press and trim excess. Repeat on the left, top and bottom of 
the quilt.

3. Repeat step 2 using the 1½" x WOF Purple Triangle strips.
4. Repeat step 2 using the 6½" x WOF Aqua Bird/Floral strips.
5. Layer quilt top, batting and backing and quilt as desired. Add binding to the quilt

While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage requirements, and construction 

directions, this does not allow for personal variations in measuring, cutting and/or sewing. Clothworks is not 

responsible for printing errors.

¾ yd Purple Glitter (Y0808-27M)
¼ yd Orange Glitter (Y0808-37M)
1½ yd Multi Birds/Floral (Y0835-32M)
1¼ yd Aqua Birds/Floral (Y0835-33M)
¼ yd Cream Butterfly Toss (Y0836-2M)
¼ yd Multi Color Birds (Y0837-31)
¼ yd Black Butterfly Toss (Y0838-3M)
¼ yd Aqua Butterfly Toss (Y0838-33M)
¼ yd Green Butterfly Toss (Y0839-18)
¼ yd Pink Butterfly Toss (Y0839-26)
¼ yd Green Triangles (Y0841-18M)
⅜ yd Purple Triangles (Y0841-27M)
¼ yd Blue Triangles (Y0841-34M)
⅛ yd Black Dot (Y0994-3)
¼ yd Purple/Blue Dot (Y0994-31)
¼ yd Pink Dot (Y0994-43)
¾ yd White Organic (Y0890-1)
4 yd Backing of your choice
Black embroidery floss

From the Purple Glitter cut:
7 ‒ 2½" x WOF (binding)
6 ‒ 2½" x 4½"  rectangles
6 ‒ 2" squares
6 ‒ 1½" squares
From the Orange Glitter, Green 
Triangles, Blue Triangles, Purple/
Blue Dot, Pink Dot cut from each:
6 ‒ 4½" x 2½" 
6 ‒ 2" squares
6 ‒ 1½" squares
From the Multi Birds/Floral cut:
17 ‒ 8½" squares
6 ‒ 1½" x WOF
From the Aqua Birds/Floral cut:
6 ‒ 6½" x WOF
From the Cream Butterfly Toss, 
Multi Color Birds, Black Butterfly 
Toss, Aqua Butterfly Toss, Green 
Butterfly Toss, Pink Butterfly Toss 
cut from each:
6 - 4½" x 3½" rectangles
6 - 4" x 3½" rectangles
From the Purple Triangles cut:
6 - 1½" x WOF
From the Black Dot cut:
18 - 1½" x 3½" rectangles
From the White Organic cut:
36 ‒ 3½" squares
36 ‒ 2½" squares
36 ‒ 2" squares


